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THE COMMUNITY OF
RAYMOND, AB
Home of Canada’s first stampede in 1902 and known for its remarkable sports
program, the town of Raymond (population 4253) is located in southern
Alberta, just a 20 minute commute from Lethbridge and one hour north of the
Canada-US International border.
The University of Alberta School of Retailing spoke directly to the residents of
Raymond in order to gain some statistics and insight on how satisfied the town
is with its retail sector. This exploratory study helped to gain perspective on
how the residents of Raymond perceive their community and whether there
exists opportunities for its businesses to capitalize on.
This report will give an overview of the responses from participants of the
survey and the qualitative data that our consultants were able to gain.
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WHAT IS RAYMOND KNOWN FOR?
WHAT DO YOU LOVE ABOUT THIS
COMMUNITY?

DATA EXPLAINED AND PERSONAL EXPERIENCE:
• The tight sense of community is what
stands out most to those living in
Raymond. Citizens of Raymond enjoy
the community’s “small town feel”,
sense of safety, and recognize the
strong sports program it offers for
youth.

13
17
TOTAL
RESPONSES

• People are aware Raymond is home of
the first rodeo and has a strong LDS
community, but these aspects were
much less top-of-mind to its residents
compared to Raymond’s unique sense
of community and its sports program.

(Percent)

38

31

38%

SPORTS
31%

SMALL TOWN FEEL
LDS COMMUNITY
FIRST RODEO

• This makes Raymond an attractive
environment to raise families in.

17%
13%
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WHAT BUSINESSES ARE MISSING?

HOW DO YOU LIKE TO GET INFORMATION?

(Percent)

74%

RESTAURANTS
SIT-DOWN

50%

FAMILY

33%

FAST-FOOD

11%
11%

INDOOR POOL
CAFE

5%

CLOTHING

5%

DOLLAR STORE

5%

Social media is the most efficient way to spread
information, however, first-hand and WOM are also
preferred as Raymond is a community small in size and
population. Some still listen to the television and radio
for news, but news specifically about the town may
be communicated through the Raymond newsletter.
However, it is important to note that most of the
younger working demographic is online.
Key Takeaways

There is currently a large demand for more
restaurants in Raymond. Mostly, people are
looking to see additional sit-down spaces and a
few specifically expressed interest in family-style
restaurants. Some other responses included a
movie theatre, clothing store, a cafe, and a dollar
store.

• Nearly half of total respondents (48%) prefer social
media as main source of information
• Because of Raymond’s small size, many still rely on
receiving information first-hand or through WOM
• It would be beneficial to create an electronic version
of the Raymond newsletter

Key Takeaways
• Largest demand indicates an opportunity for
sit-down restaurants
• Demand specifically for family-style restaurants
• There is a need for an aquatic centre

WHY DID YOU MOVE/STAY HERE?

(Percent)

29
29

21

8

42

FAMILY-RELATED
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WORK-RELATED

Key Takeaway:
The top reason people have stayed
or moved to Raymond is for familyrelated ties. Apart from work, another
dominant aspect of Raymond that
retains its residents is its unique sense
of community and safety. This further
confirms Raymond primarily appeals
to families, and its members place
high value on its close-knit sense of
community.

COMMUNITY

AFFORDABILITY

What could store owners
do to encourage you
to shop more in the
community?
DATA EXPLANATION AND PERSONAL EXPERIENCE:
Raymond currently lacks variety in their retail sector in
regards to food, clothing, and other household items.
While variety is the main issue, there is also demand for
lower prices (specifically for groceries) and the ability to
shop in bulk. There is greater demand to have stores open
later than to have them open on Sundays.
Overall Highlighted Comments
• “Open to change, but do not want to lose the core of
the town”

When you leave
Raymond to spend
money, what purchases
do you make?
DATA EXPLANATION AND PERSONAL EXPERIENCE:
As groceries are a common household need and is
the largest factor driving people to shop outside of
Raymond (30%), there is a major opportunity to get
people to buy their groceries in town. The lack of
retail clothing options (22%) and restaurants/fast
food (11%) also encourage people to spend money
outside of Raymond. A variety of smaller and more
specific categories came up based on which person
we were talking to in regards to electronics, books,
movies, houseware items, entertainment, liquor and
automotive parts.

• “Crime-free community”
• “Years ago, my son went missing. The entire
community was quick to react - I was so appreciative
to see everyone come together and find him
immediately.”
Summary of Observations
• Raymond is a family-centered community
• Strong sports programs are more relevant to
families than the annual rodeo
• Need for more food establishments
Recommendations Highlighted
• More youth-focused spaces and events
- Emphasize Raymond’s superior coaching and
talent to run summer sports camps
- Give teens a safe space to socialize by opening a
youth centre
•

- Alleviates pressure from local businesses to
continuously sponsor

Additional Comments
• “Almost everything, most purchases made outside
of Raymond”
• “Would be overjoyed about a Walmart”

Organize community-wide fundraiser events for
sports programs

- Opportunity for fun, all-ages social gathering
•

Begin Raymond Farmers Market on Saturdays
and open more family-friendly restaurants
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